
Notes on completion  

Before completing this form, please refer to the Gas Network Innovation Competition 

(NIC) Governance Document.  

Please use the default font (Verdana size 10) in your submission, the text entry areas 

are predetermined and should not be changed. The full-completed submission should 

not exceed 10 pages in total.  

Ofgem will publish all the information contained within the Screening submission. 

Funding Licensee 

Network Licence Project Partners 

Funding Licensee area 

Project title 

Project Summary 

The Licensee must provide an approximate Project start and end date. 

Estimated Project funding 
The Licensee must provide an approximate figure of the total cost of the project and the NIC funding it is applying for. 

Total cost of Project NIC funding requested 

Cross Sector Projects 

only: Requested 

funding from 

Electricity NIC, NIA 

or second tier LCN 

Fund?  

If yes, please specify 

Gas Network Innovation Competition 
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Problem 

The Licensee must provide a narrative which explains the Problem(s) which the Project is seeking to address. 

Method(s) 

The Licensee should describe the Method(s) which are being demonstrated or developed. The Licensee must outline how the 

Method(s) could solve the Problem. The type of Method should be identified where possible eg technical, commercial etc. 
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Method(s) continued 

Funding commentary 
The Licensee must provide a commentary on the accuracy of its funding estimate. If the Project has phases, the Licensee 

should identify the approximate cost of each phase. IGTs should indicate potential bid costs expenses.  

Specific Requirements (please tick which of the specific requirements this project fulfils) 

A specific piece of new (ie unproven in GB) equipment (including control and/or communications 

systems and/or software) 

A specific novel arrangement or application of existing gas transmission or/and distribution 
equipment (including control and communications systems software) 

A specific novel operational practice directly related to the operation of the gas transportation system 

A specific novel commercial arrangement 
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Accelerates the development of a low carbon energy sector & has the potential to 

deliver net financial benefits to existing and/or future customers 

The Licensee must demonstrate that the Solution has the potential to accelerate the development of the low carbon energy 
sector in GB and/or deliver wider environmental benefits to GB customers. The Licensee must demonstrate the potential to 
deliver net financial benefits to existing and/or future customers. 
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Delivers value for money for gas customers 
The Licensee must demonstrate that the Method(s) being trialled can derive benefits and resulting learning that can be 
attributed to or are applicable to the gas transportation system.  

 

  

 

Demonstrates the Project generates knowledge that can be shared amongst all 

Licensees 
The Licensee must explain the learning which it expects the Method(s) it is trialling to deliver. The Licensee must demonstrate 
that it has a robust methodology in place to capture the learning from the Trial(s).  
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Please tick if the project conforms to the default IPR arrangements set out in 

the NIC Governance Document? 
If the Licensee wishes to deviate from the default requirement for IPR then it must demonstrate how the learning will be 
disseminated to other Licensees and how value for money will be ensured. The Licensee must also outline the proposed 
alternative arrangements and justify why the arrangements are more suitable than the default arrangements. 

How is the project innovative and with an unproven business case where the 
innovation risk warrants a limited Development or Demonstration Project to 
demonstrate its effectiveness. 
Demonstrate why the Licensee has not previously used this Solution (including where the Solution involves commercial 
arrangements) and why NIC funding is required to undertake it. This must  include why the Licensee would not run the trial as 
part of its normal course of business and why the Solution is not Research. 
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Project Partners and external resourcing/funding  

The Licensee must provide evidence of how Project Partners have been identified and selected, including details of the process 
that has been followed and the rationale for selecting participants and ideas for the Project. 
 
The Licensee should provide details of any Project Partners who will be actively involved in the Project and are prepared to 
devote time, resources and/or funding to the Project. If the Licensee has not identified any specific Project Partners, it should 
provide details of the type of Project Partners it wishes to attract to the Project.  
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Derogations or exemptions 
The Licensee should outline if it considers that the Project will require any derogations, exemptions or changes to the 

regulatory arrangements. 

Customer impact 
The Licensee should outline any planned interaction with customers or customers’ premises as part of the Project, and any 

other direct customer impact (such as amended contractual or charging arrangements, or supply interruptions). 
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Details of cross sector aspects 

The Licensee should complete this box only if this Project forms part of a larger cross sector Project that is seeking funding 

from multiple competitions (Gas NIC, Electricity NIC or LCN Fund). The Licensee should explain about the Project it will be 

collaborating with, how it all fits together, and must add a justification for the funding split.  
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Contact name 

Contact Address 

E-mail 

Direct telephone line 

Job title 

Any further details the Licensee feels would add to the submission 
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	Funding LicenseeRow1: Northern Gas Networks Ltd
	Network Licence Project PartnersRow1: None at this stage
	Funding Licensee areaRow1: North of England
	Project titleRow1: Low Carbon Gas Pre-heating
	The Licensee must provide an approximate Project start and end dateRow1: This project aims to identify the most efficient solutions for gas pre-heating by fully factoring into investment decision making the whole life costs (including the carbon costs) of a range of existing, new and emerging pre-heating technologies and associated operating systems. As gas travels from the transmission network to customers its pressure reduces at different tiers.  Heat must be applied at major pressure reduction points to avoid freezing the outlet pipe-work  and ensure continuity of supply. Pre-heating gas is a business critical process across the gas industry. This project will undertake a practical managed deployment, validation and demonstration of new technologies identified in an original study undertaken by NGN on a range of pressure reduction sites across the network. NGN will install appropriate ways to measure `system efficiency' around new and existing technologies that can provide the industry with an informed view on which pre-heating equipment is the most beneficial for different site scenarios. This will provide an independent model for assessing the efficiency of pre-heating systems across the UK based on reducing carbon and whole life costs.Commencing January 2014 and be completed by September 2017”
	Total cost of Project: £4.0m
	NIC funding requested: £3.6m
	If yes please specifyCross Sector Projects only Requested funding from Electricity NIC NIA or second tier LCN Fund: 
	The Licensee must provide a narrative which explains the Problems which the Project is seeking to addressRow1: Across the UK pre-heating is currently undertaken by aging, inefficient water bath heaters, or where such equipment has been replaced, with boilers which work on similar principles. There is no reliable data on the efficiency or carbon emissions of this equipment in a live operating environment, though it is generally accepted that pre-heating processes are costly in both operation and carbon emissions. There has been minimal technological development or assessment of alternative pre-heating equipment and associated operating systems in the UK over the last twenty years.  Installing, trialling and monitoring new pre-heating processes will initially be more expensive than straight replacement with the existing technology. However, in the absence of this data and development the UK is likely to continue installing equipment which is more expensive to operate, and generate a higher level of carbon emissions for pre-heating processes than strictly necessary. The existing technology does not meet with the UK Carbon Plan and Government expectations that industry will take the lead and contribute a high proportion of emission cuts to achieve the reductions specified by the Climate Change Act 2008. Public opinion is in favour of tackling climate change and the expectation is that investment will be made in energy efficiency to save money over time. In 2012 NGN undertook a study to determine what alternative viable technologies were available for pre-heating. The objective was to reduce the network carbon footprint and encourage innovation in this area. Following successful completion of the study a number of alternative pre heating systems were identified. The study also established that analysing the efficiency of a pre-heating system is very difficult, particularly determining how the equipment efficiency actually migrates into efficiency of pre heating when applied to natural gas. For example, a water bath heater may have an equipment efficiency of 70%, but when that is applied to heat natural gas the system efficiency in reality may be significantly less. In addition, heating systems efficiency will vary according to site configuration, pressure cuts and flow rates.  GDN's require a quantified demonstration trial on new and emerging technologies to inform them of carbon reduction, system efficiency, cost of installation and total cost of operation.
	The Licensee should describe the Methods which are being demonstrated or developed The Licensee must outline how the Methods could solve the Problem The type of Method should be identified where possible eg technical commercial etcRow1: The project method is to calculate system efficiency on any given pre-heating technology and compare varying technologies to establish carbon emissions, capital cost, reliability and whole life costs.  The solution will demonstrate whole system behaviour, in response to different network conditions, model future system designs and develop smart efficient control strategies. These strategies will consider energy use; system factors; demand; and seasonal change, within any given heating system and compare how these affect each technology. Monitoring equipment will be installed, including smart metering and flue gas monitors, to existing equipment across a broad range of representative sites with differing characteristics. Capturing heat energy input but subsequently lost to the gas stream or to atmosphere through overheating. This will explore the assumptions that underpin current assessment methodologies.
	Methods continuedRow1: The project is split into three areas: Existing Technologies: a broad range of representative sites with water bath heaters or low temperature hot water systems (boilers) will be selected based on site configuration, heat source and operational functionality.  New Technologies: Installation of three Thermo Catalytic Systems and three Low Pressure Steam Systems to representative sites. The same monitoring equipment as fitted to existing sites will also be fitted to new technologies.  Emerging Technologies: A site will be identified and used to trial emerging technologies, e.g Let Down Generator combined with Electrical Gas Pre-heating. Based on the design criteria developed during the project the appropriate technology will be selected for installation. This will enable an on site estimate of the pre-heater energy consumption across GDN's to be based on actual site conditions for the first time.
	The Licensee must provide a commentary on the accuracy of its funding estimate If the Project has phases the Licensee should identify the approximate cost of each phase IGTs should indicate potential bid costs expensesRow1: The project can be split into the following cost areas for each work package; Existing Technologies: Additional equipment, monitoring systems & active management. £900KNew Technologies: Thermo Catalytic Systems and Low Pressure Steam Systems, including additional monitoring equipment. £2.25mEmerging Technologies: This will be further developed as part of our full submission at the moment these costs are indicative. £500KProject Management: This project will require dedicated resources for system design, installation and active management of these systems. It will also required regular monitoring and reporting on at least a quarterly basis. £950k Total Project Cost: 4.0m Developed from a bottom up approach with vendors and subject matter experts, at this stage we have a high level of confidence in meeting the cost forecasting which will be refined at full submission. Bid submission costs will be approximately £60k
	The Licensee must demonstrate that the Solution has the potential to accelerate the development of the low carbon energy sector in GB andor deliver wider environmental benefits to GB customers The Licensee must demonstrate the potential to deliver net financial benefits to existing andor future customersRow1: Carbon SavingsGiven that there is little information on energy use and efficiency by gas pre-heating systems the exact CO₂ reduction is difficult to forecast, however NGN is confident that significant savings in energy will be made. The study will determine true existing performance baseline and actual savings achievable over the lifetime of these assets. The Carbon Plan expects industry to introduce measures that reduce its energy requirements on industrial heat processes that use fossil fuels and seize opportunities to adopt technologies at various stages of commercialisation and development. This project will lead the way into fully adopting new technologies and provide a baseline for future technologies to be adopted quickly, with further opportunities to reduce emissions. Carbon reductions will demonstrate leadership and intent, fostering a positive culture within industry and clear action to our energy customers. The research will explore: 1) The most carbon efficient technologies and control strategies across the UK networks 2) Compare a wide range of emerging technologies providing evaluation of in situ assets developing an empirical framework to inform future strategic decisions 3) Sharing project learning across UK network operators will enable sites to be dynamically managed to minimise gas used in pre-heating 4) Providing the data and understanding to enable the exploitation of low carbon solutions 5) Increase competition for the supply of pre-heating systems through an expanded range of technologies  Financial Benefit to Customers  The introduction of new technologies will provide a cost benefit to the network operatorsthat can be passed on to the customers The cost benefits will be derived from savings made from; 1) Reductions in network gas usage for pre-heating  2) Reduced operational costs - Boiler house sites are complex and require expensive service agreements 3) Reduced site visits - Water bath heaters are coming to the end of their lives and require extensive maintenance 4) Introduction of new technologies at a commercial value based on on site assessment rather than vendor driven data
	The Licensee must demonstrate that the Methods being trialled can derive benefits and resulting learning that can be attributed to or are applicable to the gas transportation systemRow1: When proven successful this will provide a robust methodology and assessment process which will profoundly change the networks investment strategy around the preheating process. Reducing whole life costs, reducing emissions and designing heating systems that minimise thermal losses.  The learning from this project will give benefit to the management and investment decision making processes for all GDNs at every pre-heater site. It will draw on the expertise of a number of technology suppliers and specialists in instrumentation, data gathering and network modelling. The principle direct impact of the project is in the reduction of energy use and carbon emissions associated with the network.   The project will facilitate decisions about asset replacement that would improve reliability by realising the optimum usage of the most reliable and low carbon pre-heater equipment sites and removal of inefficient unreliable assets. During NGN's feasibility study a well grounded view of the opportunities and a number of technology suppliers have expressed an interest in supporting the project. However, a tendering process will be used for the major spend items in the project to ensure value for money and that the most appropriate companies and technologies are selected.  Customer opinion is in favour of industry tackling climate change and in particular energy companies. The benefits will accrue entirely to the gas transportation system. 
	The Licensee must explain the learning which it expects the Methods it is trialling to deliver The Licensee must demonstrate that it has a robust methodology in place to capture the learning from the TrialsRow1: The areas of learning delivered by this project to other network operators will be: 1) Demonstration of thorough performance framework evaluating emergent and existing pre-heater technologies over extended periods in a real network environment 2) Development of a new benchmarking methodology for assessing pre-heater site energy efficiency, assessed and reported on formally by an external specialist for the benefit of other network operators 3) Management strategies for minimising gas usage will be developed and papers presented through NIC/LCNF conference, IGEM and the Learning portal facilitated by ENA 4) Providing key site specific design criteria, pipework configuration and pressure cut indicators that best suit the specific technology and recommendations for future deployment 5) Data on gas/carbon savings through new active flow management strategies 6) Development of an e-learning package to be made available via IGEM and ENA web sites freely available to an industrial audience 
	If the Licensee wishes to deviate from the default requirement for IPR then it must demonstrate how the learning will be disseminated to other Licensees and how value for money will be ensured The Licensee must also outline the proposed alternative arrangements and justify why the arrangements are more suitable than the default arrangementsRow1: It is not anticipated that any new IPR will be generated by this project as it is assumed that all vendor IP will remain with the supplier. Any process IP developed during the demonstration and deployment will be shared with all UK gas distribution companies.
	Demonstrate why the Licensee has not previously used this Solution including where the Solution involves commercial arrangements and why NIC funding is required to undertake it This must include why the Licensee would not run the trial as part of its normal course of business and why the Solution is not ResearchRow1:  There has been very little focus in the past of the carbon footprint or efficiency of the gas let down/pre-heater environment.  Many of the assets in use are very old with some Water Bath Heater installations dating back to the 1970s, with very simple controls and poor thermal efficiencies.  As these are expensive assets to replace, extending asset life has always been the favoured option but with the need for carbon reduction becoming ever more important, asset replacement using new technology and experimentation with new solutions is now essential to achieving this goal. Thermo Catalytic Systems and Low Pressure Steam Systems are relatively new technologies to the UK market with relatively high capital cost. However, whole life costs and actual system performance are still unknown. New technologies available for deployment require full trial and practical demonstration before any assessment can be made. This unique empirical study will provide recommendations for sites based on system requirements rather than available equipment. NIC funding is being sought because:- High capital costs are higher than planned investment- GDN's require learning and knowledge developed on site to assess accurate energy use, carbon emissions and system efficiency- Balanced investment decisions on carbon reduction, operational benefits and whole life costs need to be gained from empirical research rather than being vendor driven 
	The Licensee must provide evidence of how Project Partners have been identified and selected including details of the process that has been followed and the rationale for selecting participants and ideas for the Project The Licensee should provide details of any Project Partners who will be actively involved in the Project and are prepared to devote time resources andor funding to the Project If the Licensee has not identified any specific Project Partners it should provide details of the type of Project Partners it wishes to attract to the ProjectRow1: In 2012 NGN completed a Feasibility Research Study in partnership with Sweett Group who are specialist industrial heating process engineers and funded under the Innovation Funding Initiative, which investigated the feasibility of using currently available, alternative and/or renewable technologies to provide Gas Pre-Heating capability and examined all existing pre-heating requirements, industrial heat source options, technologies and known research into comparing system efficiency. The study formed a key element of the information required to evaluate the project further.  The evaluation considered the following criteria and scored strongly in all key areas:- Technologies, predominately currently being employed outside the UK- Technologies that currently do not have the capability or potential- View of the Technology Readiness Level of technologies and possible solution- Suppliers and manufacturers that confirmed a willingness to participate this project The selection of this project was undertaken via our internal review group who assessed ten possible projects, which were rated against the NIC eligibility criteria. In the case for Gas Pre-Heating, there is a wider challenge for all networks to address inefficient use of energy in a key part of the distribution process.  The opportunity for replacing aged poor performing assets (operationally & environmentally) and the potential for transferring this knowledge to other networks were the compelling factors for its selection. Energy Innovation Centre also undertook a search for emerging opportunities within the SME sector, resulting in a number of other potential partners.  Proposed partners or partner types:· Thermo Catalytic System - Bruest  - a confirmed partner in the project· Low Pressure Steam System - one supplier of a Low Pressure Steam System has already confirmed they would like to be a partner in the project although they don't wish to be named publicly at this stage· Other heat source technologies - We are aware of at least one technology that has the potential to be deployed during this project that is untried in the gas distribution area. This will be investigated and developed further before full submission. NGN is engaging in an open approach which may also identify future partners and funding sources, this will be discussed in the final submission. An open tendering process would be conducted in the support of the required technology. 
	The Licensee should outline if it considers that the Project will require any derogations exemptions or changes to the regulatory arrangementsRow1: No derogations or exemptions will be required. 
	The Licensee should outline any planned interaction with customers or customers premises as part of the Project and any other direct customer impact such as amended contractual or charging arrangements or supply interruptionsRow1: There should be no customer impact.
	Any further details the Licensee feels would add to the submissionRow1: Whilst NGN has received some funding during RIIO_GD1 for water bath heater replacement, this is on the basis of straight replacement with boilers. The funding requested under this NIC bid is over and above that in our business plan. Our full submission will detail how our planned investment decisions will be incorporated into this project. An independent feasibility study undertaken by Sweett Group carried out on behalf of NGN reported that there is no renewable technology that will deliver heat on this industrial scale that meets the exacting specifications for seasonal and demand flow variations and has benefits to UK customers. 
	Contact nameRow1: Alec Breen
	Contact AddressRow1: Northern Gas Networks7 Camberwell WayMoorside ParkSunderlandSR3 3XN 
	EmailRow1: abreen@northerngas.co.uk
	Direct telephone lineRow1: 0191 511 4527
	Job titleRow1: Innovation Manager
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	Text11:  There are no cross sector aspects to this project.


